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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN July 26, 2012 
 

Re:  Michael Bradley Architecture, Finalist in The British Business Awards 2012  

I have been working closely with Michael Bradley on various projects as part of establishing LEO 

Pharma in China over the past 3 years, when I was the Finance Director. When LEO established an 

affiliate in Shanghai in 2009, we engage Michael Bradley for the design of our office as well as 

managing the contractors for the task. As a new company establishing itself in China and setting 

up an office, having the expertise of Michael Bradley was extremely valuable. To manage sub-

contractors, getting the right pricing and helping us to navigate stakeholders such as landlords, 

building management, real estate agents and government agencies, Michael Bradley provide valu-

able insight and understanding. We could not have done this ourselves.  

On top of that, LEO China was very happy with the outcome of the design of the office and in LEO 

Global, the Shanghai office is recognized to be one of (if not the one) best designed LEO offices. 

After the successful cooperation in 2009/2010, we have also used Michael Bradley for our set up of 

office in Beijing (2010) and again when we expanded our Shanghai office (2011). 

Reflecting on the insight provided by Michael Bradley when LEO Pharma entered China, I realize it 

does not only apply for newcomers to China. If I was to do a similar task today, even with my bet-

ter knowledge of the China market, I would still engage Michael Bradley. This is because of the 

deep understanding of the Chinese market, his personal drive to make it work under any circum-

stances (never give up!), the great design and finally and very importantly, his great enthusiastic 

approach and spirit to China and that helps the clients achieve their goals. 

 

Kind regards 

Allan Secher Boye 

Chief Operating Officer 

LEO Pharma ASIA 


